Abstract. In this paper we study divided difference operators of any order acting in function algebras. In the definition of difference quotient operators we use a tension structure defined on the set of points on which depend the functions of the algebras considered. In the paper we mention the oportunity for partial difference quotient operators as well as for some purely algebraic definition of divided difference operators in terms of the suitable Leibniz product rules.
Introduction
Divided difference operators are commonly used in numerical analysis [1] . Moreover, difference quotient operators provide simple characterizations of differentiability properties of functions [2] . However, in the usual case of a difference quotient operator the points must be of algebraic nature, since the inverse of their difference is used explicitely in the corresponding definition. In this paper we study difference quotient operators for real valued functions defined on an arbitrary set of points. Therefore we introduce the concept of a tension structure specifying an algebraic substitute of a difference between the points. Our main concentration in the present paper is focused on the simplest case of a tension structure determined by a single tension function but in Section 5 we announce the extended framework, with many independent tension functions involved, which allows for the study of partial difference quotient operators. Moreover, since any tension structure naturally determines the corresponding topology, the properties of operators can be analyzed locally. The divided difference operators studied here are defined on real valued function algebras. However, as we show in Section 6, the results obtained give rise to purely algebraic counterparts of the corre- REMARK. In the above proof we have used the well known identity i y where s and t in the sum fulfil the conditions 0 < s < τη and 0 < t < k.
Consequently, difference operators of order fc e No, defined by formula In the particular case (η = 0), especially interesting for our subsequent analysis, the recursive relation is • 276 P. Multarzyáski
Divided difference operators
Difference quotients for functions defined on a an arbitrary subset M C R have been studied in Ref. [2] , where higher order difference quotients have been defined by iterating the usual difference quotient. In general, however, for an arbitrary non-empty set M and / : M -> R, the usual difference quotient is not well defined unless ρ -q has a suitable " numeric" interpretation, for p,q G M. Therefore, to define difference quotients in such a general case, we introduce the concept of a tension structure on M. Namely, we shall speak of a tension structure on M if the so-called tension function (or a family of such functions) is fixed on M. .· i=0 1 lo=τηφί "\Ρη+ι, Pn+m)
From the last formula we notice that the natural domain of difference quotient ô^f is the set
: ßfapj) φ 0, for all i φ j}.
As a particular case, for η -0 we obtain
for po,... ,p k G M (see [2] for the comparison).
The constant factor k in the above definition of <5^ is motivated by the following Leibniz product rule • Analogously, as it was possible for the higher order difference operators in relation to the above definition of difference quotient operators of order k G No, one can try to compose them from operators of lower orders. Unfortunately, a direct adaptation of formula (2.3) is no longer valid for difference quotient operators δ*. In order to realize such a goal, we introduce the following difference quotient operators Ao, n = id>A n an d
Ak,n • An-fc-i Λη+k given by •
In the particular case, for η = 0, k G Ν and / G .4ο, we obtain .
where the last term we interpret as the corresponding remainder.
Using the first two terms of formula (3.15) we define the function
with evident property (p¿) = f(pi), for i = 0,..., k. The last condition motivates the interpretation of fg as the interpolation θ-polynomial of degree at most k, although the concept of ö-polynomials has not been formally introduced in this paper.
The case of constant tension step
Suppose there is a non-constant mapping τ : M -> M and assume the notation r° = id,M and r k = τ o r fc_1 , for A; G Ν. We say that r is a constant tension step function if θ(ρ,τ(ρ)) -ε, for some fixed and non-zero real value ε and any ρ G M. Then we define the operator DT : Ao -» Aq by the formula
for any k G Ν U {0} and ρ G M. By using the notation r^ = (r°,..., r fc ) we can equivalently express the last formula in the form where we use the notation (pull-back) r¿£ oAQ/ = On the strength of formula (2.1), we obtain the explicite formula At this stage we can briefly mention the right invertibility problem for the operator D T and consequently for D^ of any order k. Concerning the calculus of right invertible operators, we recommend the book [3] . In the particular case, when M is a linear space and τ is a translation, the right invertibility of the corresponding operator D T follows from Example 4.2.2 in [5] . Suppose for a while, that τ : M M is an arbitrary mapping. Then the necessary condition for the right invertibility of D T is that τ has no fixed points. Indeed, let τ{ρ) = ρ for some ρ G M. Since the mapping τ we use here is assumed to be a constant tension step, it has no fixed points and therefore D T fulfils the above neecessary condition for the right invertibility. For the comparison, the right invertibility problem for vector fields is studied in [4] . Let us notice that right invertibility of D£ naturally depends on properties of the mapping r. On the other hand, operators are independent of a particular choice of r. Therefore, independently of a choice of r, operators AQ must allow for right invertibility of D^.
The following commutative diagram illustrates mutual relations between the above operators
Tension spaces
In the above analysis we have fixed a single tension function Θ. But in order to define partial difference quotient operators we shall need more tension functions. Therefore it is well motivated to consider a richer tension structure on M determined by a family of tension functions {0i}¿e/· Tension functions defined on a given set have an elegant algebraic property. •
The last result means that given family {0¿} ie / of tension functions on M spans a linear space TM = Lm({0¿}¿ e /) of elements being tension functions as well. Therefore, by a tension structure Tm on a set M we understand a linear space of tension functions defined on M. Consequently, we assume DEFINITION 
A tension space is a pair (M, TM) with some tension structure TM defined on M.
Let {0¿}ig/ be a family of tension functions on M and ï € M be a fixed point. Then we can define real-valued functions 0i tX : M -• R, given by Naturally, we obtain PROPOSITION 
Tension topology T(TM)
is Hausdorff iff TM separates points.
In the particular case of a finitely generated tension structure, the space (M, TM) can be viewed as a metric space. 
define the equivalent metrics on M. Moreover, each of the above metrics generates the topology T(TM)·
Proof. For the proof see Appendix.
• Tension spaces form a category with morphisms being the so-called tension mappings and defined as follows
DEFINITION 5.6. For tension spaces {ΜΙ,ΤΜ-Ι) and, (M%,TM2)> we say that t : Μι -> M2 is a tension mapping if t*0 G TM1 , for any θ G ΤΜ2·
Here by t*9 we mean the pull-back of θ defined as t*0{p, q) = 6(t(p), t(q)). One can easily check, that the last pull-back is always a tension function. By an isomorphism of tension spaces we naturally mean any bijective tension mapping whose inverse is also a tension mapping. For tension spaces (M\,TMX) and (M2,7M2) we define their Cartesian product as the tension space (Μι χ Π TM2) with the product tension structure defined as Evidently, all projections 7Tj, for j G J, are tension maps. In order to define a partial difference quotient operator we consider the Cartesian product of special tension spaces. Namely, let {(Mj, TMj)}jej be a family of tension spaces such that that every tension structure TM¡ is generated by a single (non-zero) tension function 6j, for j G J. Then, consider the Cartesian product (5.7) and assume the following recursive formula for a partial difference quotient δ^ of order A; G No, defined on An, such that for any p,q G M. Thus, θ(ρ, q) turns out to be a difference between the corresponding potentials and therefore we may call it a tension between points ρ and q. Evidently, in the potential case considered here, by definition θ(ρ, q) is independent of a choice of a path connecting the points. Let us mention here that in a general situation, tension functions dependent on paths connecting points, turn out to be homomorphisms of a groupoid of the paths into the group (R, +). However, this general approach to the concept of tension functions as well as more systematic study of tension spaces and partial difference quotient operators will be the matter of our further study.
Remarks on purely algebraic characterization of divided difference operators
Analogously to the abstract definition of differential operators in terms of the Leibniz product rules, divided difference operators can be characterized in the similar way. In order to illustrate this abstract approach, let us consider the 1-st order difference quotient operator <5¿ : AQ -> ΑΙ. From Proposition 4 we learn, in particular, that <$(/ ·0)(ρο,ρι) = /(poMos(po,Pi) +Sbfip0,pi)g(pi)· But on the other hand we can also write
From the last two formulae we conclude that We obtain the Leibniz formula (6.5) 
Appendix

Proof. (Proposition 2.3).
For the proof by induction, we notice that the first step for k = 0 is evident, so let us analyze the inductive step from k to k + 1 : + Q ^^eVCPO, · . . ,Pn + * + l) · ¿^(piH-l, · · · ,ft**+l))
Proof. (Proposition 3.5).
Let us mention that in the particular case, for η = 0, the difference quotient ö^f{po, • · · ,Pn+k) is symmetric in its all arguments (independently of the choice of Θ). Owing to this symmetry property, for the case π = 0, the corresponding proof by induction can be adapted from Ref. [2] . However, the difference quotient is not symmetric for η > 1 but still the Proposition 3.5 is true. Below we present the proof in which this symmetry property does not play any role.
We substitute (3.5) into (3.13) and compute the right hand side of (3.13) Since η € No is fixed in the above formulae, we can substitute q s = p n+s and denote 9 Syt = 6(q s ,qt)· Hence we get + 9 Tjt = 6 s>t and 0 Si ¿ = -0 t)S . 
